K-complexes and sleep spindles often grouped together characterize the second stage of NREM sleep and interest has been raised on a possible interaction of their underlying mechanisms. The reported inhibition of spindles power for about 15 seconds following evoked K-complexes has implications on their role in arousal. Our objective was to assess this inhibition following spontaneous K-complexes. We used time-frequency analysis of spontaneous K-complexes selected from wholenight EEG recordings of normal subjects. Our results show that spindles are most often observed at the positive phase following the peak of a spontaneous KC (70%). At latencies of 1-3 s following the peak of the K-complex, spindles almost disappear. Compared to long-term effects described for evoked KCs, sleep spindle power is not affected by spontaneous KCs for latencies of 5-15 s. Observation of the recurrence rate of sporadic spindles suggests that the reduction of power at 1-3 s most likely reflects a refractory period of spindles lasting for 1-2 s, rather than an effect of KCs. These results suggest that the mechanisms underlying spontaneous KCs do not affect spindle power as in the case of evoked KCs. 
Introduction
The sleep spindle and the K-complex (KC) are the electroencephalographic (EEG) hallmarks of the second stage of human non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. Defined as a high-voltage biphasic slow wave with a negative phase that may be followed by a positive phase, the KC is one of the most distinguished graphoelements of the EEG [1, 2] . The sleep spindle, an oscillatory rhythm (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) Hz) of a waxing and waning shape, lasting 0.5-2 s is also a clearly distinguishable EEG event unique to sleep [3] . Fast (,13-15 Hz) and slow (,11-12 Hz) spindles are readily distinguishable with maximal power in centro-parietal and centrofrontal regions respectively [4] [5] [6] .
A notable observation since the first description of the KC [7] is that it may appear either spontaneously or after a sensory stimulus, in which case it is named 'evoked'. This fact has led to a series of experiments over the decades on a search of its functional significance, with many researchers correlating the appearance of a KC with autonomic alterations and forthcoming arousals [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , thus assuming it is an arousing reaction. On the other hand, some suggest that the KC represents a sleep-protecting mechanism averting arousals [2] . Finally, a combined view of KC being a sleep promoting reaction to arousing stimuli seems to gain acceptance [13] . The role of the sleep spindle is also a subject of research since its first description [14] with data supporting its sleep preservation role as an arousal inhibitor [15] . The importance of understanding the mechanisms underlying KCs, spindles and their possible interaction extends also beyond their role in sleep maintenance, as they have been proposed to be implicated in memory consolidation [16] , stroke and spindle-coma [17] , schizophrenia [18] and epilepsy [1, 2, 19, 20] .
The relationship between KCs and spindles has been described as antagonistic. Administration of benzodiazepines increases spindle appearance and decreases KCs [21] [22] [23] . In a period of 10 s before transient arousals, the incidence of spontaneous KCs increases while there is a decrease of both isolated sleep spindles and of spindles associated with KCs [24, 25] . Halasz [13] reported a suppression of spindles power for 5-15 s following evoked KCs that were part of a microarousal, thus proposing that these states allow a window of improved sensory inflow at the thalamocortical (TC) circuits while preserving sleep continuity. KC is also seen as the forerunner of delta waves of slow-wave sleep (SWS) and this scheme resembles the reciprocal relationship of sleep spindles and delta waves [3, 26] . Curcio et al [27] showed an increase of sleep spindles throughout the night while the occurrence of spontaneous KC decreased. Other studies support independent roles for spindles and KCs. Following stroke spindles disappear while KCs remain [28] . Church et al [29] found that there is no suppression of evoked KC by spindles, a result confirmed by Crowley et al [30] . In the underlying network level, sleep spindles are paced by TC networks whereas KCs by intracortical networks [31] , independently from the thalamus [32] (but see Crunelli et al [33] and Bonjean et al [34] ).
Kokkinos and Kostopoulos [35] using time-frequency analysis (TFA) showed that fast spindles which happen to coincide with spontaneous KCs are interrupted, during that interruption a slower oscillation most often appears over the negative peak of the KC and spindles following KCs always had a higher spectral frequency than both interrupted and isolated sporadic fast sleep spindles. These results reveal an interaction on the time level of about a second, nearly the duration of a KC. Possible interactions of evoked KCs and sleep spindles on a longer time frame were reported by Halasz [13] but not confirmed by Bastien et al [36] . Zygierewicz et al [37] described a reduction on spindle power 3.5 s post-stimulus on responses containing evoked KCs, but limited the analysis up to 5 s post-stimulus. A long term depressant effect of spontaneous KCs on spindle generation would suggest that KCs by themselves may tend to disrupt sleep maintenance. The main objective of this study was to assess interactions of spontaneous rather than evoked KCs and spindles on similar time scales of 15 s applying event-related methodology and detailed TFA.
Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
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Subjects, Procedures and Recording
Seven volunteers (2 males and 5 females, mean age 26.3, range 23 to 33 years) were included in the present study. There was no report of neurological, psychiatric or sleep disorder in their medical history and at the time of study all were in good health and free from any medication. The participants kept a sleep diary for a week, were instructed to refrain from alcohol and caffeine for at least 3 and 1 days prior to the experiment respectively and follow their regular sleep schedule. They had no difficulties in falling or remaining asleep during the night and all were good sleepers. Subjects were instructed to arrive at the laboratory approximately 1 hour prior to their usual bedtime, as calculated on average based on their sleep diaries. Each of them spent the night in an air-conditioned, temperature-controlled, soundproof and dark room. Night sleep recording begun after lights were willingly switched off, and ended with the subjects' spontaneous wake-up in the morning. Whole night recordings included 58 EEG channels, EOG and EMG as well as triggers from a motiondetector over the bed area. All experimental procedures and technical details of the EEG recording have been described elsewhere [35] -that study also includes four subjects of the current work.
Scoring and Event Selection
Sleep staging was performed by visual inspection according to the standard criteria of Rechtshaffen and Kales [38] , taking under consideration the propositions of the AASM Visual Scoring Task Force [39] as well as those of the DGSM Task Force [40] , and the guidelines of the ASDA Report [41] to identify microarousals. Scoring was further aided by the collation of a hypnospectrogram [42] , that is, the whole-night FFT-based time-frequency plot for 0.05-45 Hz with a step frequency of 0.05Hz. Continuous scoring with a step of only 1 s was performed rather than epoch-based scoring in order to obtain a precise match between the derived hypnogram and the hypnospectrogram (Fig. 1) .
The K-complex was identified as a .500 ms well-delineated negative sharp wave usually followed by a positive phase that stands out of the EEG background (Fig. 1) . In this study, singular (without another K-complex or slow wave activity immediately preceding or following) generalized (distinguishable in the EEG all across the midline electrodes) spontaneously occurring Kcomplexes from NREM stage II and III were selected. A further classification scheme was adopted for the needs of the analysis, using a 2-digit binary subscript KC X-X+ denoting absence (0) or existence (1) of coinciding oscillations. The first digit refers to a spindle interrupted by the K-Complex, and the second refers to a spindle starting during the descending negative and the positive phase of the K-complex (this is similar to Kokkinos and Kostopoulos [35] , where a third digit is used as a reference to an intra-KC oscillation). K-complexes immediately preceding microarousals and awakenings during sleep, as well as Kcomplexes followed by delta waves, were excluded from this study.
The sleep spindle was identified as a .500 ms train of <11-16 Hz waves. Two types of sleep spindles were further identified, slow and fast spindles, according to the definitions of Gibbs and Gibbs [4] . Fast spindles (.13Hz) exhibit a symmetric bilateral distribution over centro-parietal areas, while slow spindles (,13 Hz) exhibit a similarly bilateral distribution frontally and are absent or significantly diminished in the centro-parietal and posterior areas. In this study, only fast spindles away (63 s) from K complexes and other delta activity were included, selected from NREM stage II and III ( Fig. 1 ).
Analysis
Manual cursor marking offered by Scan software (Neuroscan Inc, Charlotte, NC, USA) was used in order to define events. NREM stage II epochs from the whole-night sleep recording were selected and precise time-markers were placed over the events under study. Two kinds of events were visually marked and used for further analysis: a) the peak of the negative phase of the K-complex, b) the peak of the negative wave near the middle of the individual fast spindle (first and last peak of the spindle were visually identified and marked). The peak was marked over the record of the Cz electrode, where fast spindles are prominent.
Event-related data were further processed by a software toolbox for Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) developed at the Neurophysiology Unit. Event-related TFA was performed for each selected event within a time-window of 60 s centered (time = 0.00) at the marked event. Spectral estimates for time-frequency bins with time resolution 0.0384 s and frequency range from 0.05 to 20 Hz at a step of 0.05 Hz were obtained using a discrete Fourier transformation. Analysis resulted in averaging of the time-frequency plots for all samples for each category of events. No filter was applied to the processed electrophysiological data.
Statistical significance of patterns in the time-frequency plots was assessed by the method described by Zygierewicz et al [37] . Time-frequency elements with resolution of 0.250 s and 2 Hz were calculated using the corresponding mean spectral values, and the Box-Cox transformation was used to transform the values across events to approximately normal distribution. For each element, the null hypothesis of no change from a baseline period 215 to 25 s prior to the event marker was tested using ttest, assuming unequal variances (Welch t-test). Correction for multiple comparisons was performed by controlling false discovery rate [43] with q = 0.05 so that among all significant time-frequency elements 5% of them are false positives. Relative changes of spectral power were calculated using the ratio of the original (not transformed) mean values of the power spectral density for every time-frequency bin to the average of the values during the baseline period [44] . The logarithm of this ratio was plotted for significant patterns.
Results
Hypnograms and hypnospectrograms ( Fig. 1 ) revealed that all subjects had normal sleep (Table 1) . A total of 1239 K-complexes and 1162 sleep spindles from NREM stages II and III were identified and included in this study. K-complexes were separated into 4 groups: (a) KCs with spindles identified only just after their negative peak (group KC 01 , n = 619), (b) KCs with spindles identified only just before their negative peak (group KC 10 , n = 132), (c) KCs with spindles identified both before and after their negative peak (KC 11 , n = 255) and (d) KCs with no spindle visually identified either before or after them (group KC 00 , n = 233). These groups are compared to the results for fast spindles appearing as sporadic i.e. clearly away from KCs and delta waves, in order to assess effects possibly related to spindle activity alone rather than effects related to KCs. Spindles spectral frequency is stable for each subject but varies between subjects [45] . Therefore for every subject, the average power spectral density graph of one-minute EEG segments around all of the markers was used to determine the individual fast spindle frequency band and select a band width of 1.5 Hz encompassing the peak of the PSD. Focusing on these frequency limits, TFA plots of EEG segments around individual reference events (KCs or spindles) were placed on a parallel formation to compose a raster image (Fig. 2) . Using individual fast spindles as reference events, a raster image of spindle power distribution around fast spindles was obtained (Fig. 2 A) and compared to distributions obtained for KCs as reference events sorted by KC group, time of occurrence and negative peak amplitude (Fig. 2 B, C, D) . These raster images were expected to visualize any patterns of non-random distribution of spindle activity around KCs. In Fig. 2 A, time zero marks the middle of spindles which are presented as a thin red vertical band. An absence of spindles for about 2-3 s before and after the individual sporadic spindles is observed. In Fig. 2 B, C, D time zero marks the KC negative peak. Spindles associated with KCs In the y-axis spindle event successive number; all averaged in A2. B1-2: KCs as reference events, spindle data sorted by KC group (from top to bottom: KC 00 , KC 01 , KC 10 , KC 11 ); all averaged in B2. C1-6: KCs as reference events, spindle data sorted by KCs time of occurrence during the night and separated in successive sleep cycles; data from cycles 1-5 averaged in C2-C6 respectively. D1-3: KCs as reference events, spindles data sorted by the amplitude of KCs negative peak. D2 and D3 average data for the relatively larger and smaller KCs respectively. Relative absence of spindles is prominent 2-3 s after the negative peak (B1,C1,D1) and a relative long-term (10-15 s) reduction in their rate of appearance is shown for the about 80 top amplitude-sorted KCs (D1-3). All images, from subject 1. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054343.g002
form a vertical line near zero. The short-term absence of spindles right after this line, about 2-3 s after the KC negative peak, is observed in this case as well. Though less prominent in some, this result was obvious in all 7 subjects. Moreover, in 6 out of 7 subjects (less clear in subject 5), there were clusters of events in which the spindles in a period lasting 10-15 s after the KC were less when compared to a baseline period 215 to 25 s before the KC. However, this long-term relation did not apply to all the events, nor was obvious in all subjects. In one subject, sorting the KCs by the amplitude of the negative peak revealed that this long-term effect was more prominent in the KCs with the highest peak amplitude (Fig. 2 D) , but this was not repeated in the other subjects.
Following the initial qualitative analysis, the average spectrogram, relative changes and statistically significant time-frequency bins [37] were calculated for every subject and every group (Fig. 3-4 for subjects 1, and 2, supplementary figures for subjects 3-7). The baseline period is defined as 215 to 25 s prior to the event.
As Kokkinos and Kostopoulos [35] described, the spectral effects of the KC itself consist of a major increase of power on the lower delta band which extends to higher frequencies with prominent increase near 5-10 Hz in all classes. The interruption of spindles during the KC and the faster spindle after the KC negative peak described by Kokkinos and Kostopoulos [35] are obvious in the TFA plots of KC 11 group, comprised of KCs with spindles appearing both right before and after the negative peak.
Individual sporadic spindles analysis revealed a pattern of increase in spindle power followed by a decrease before the spindle and a symmetrical decrease followed by an increase after the spindle in all subjects (in subject 4 without reaching statistical significance), therefore suggesting a refractory period lasting 1.5-2 s. The pattern of a short-term decrease in spindle power after an initial increase is seen in KC 01 group as well, nearly 2 to 3 seconds after the KC in all subjects, though it reaches statistical significance in 4 out of 7 subjects (Subjects 1, 2, 3, 6 ). In these subjects a closer look reveals repeated decreases every 3-4 s lasting for a period of about 15 s, a result that reaches significance in subject 6. In subject 1, where a significant decrease of spindle power is shown just prior to the KC (of course this group is selected to not have spindles prior to the KC), the same 3 s interval appears. In KC 10 group the expected increase of spindle power prior to the KC is obvious, and though the number of events in this group is smaller, in subjects 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 there is a suggestion of decrease of spindle power nearly 3 s before the KC. A pattern of rhythmic decreases also appears but without reaching significance. In KC 11 group, the short-term decrease on spindle power 2-3 s after the KC is statistically significant in one subject (subject 1) only, and the pattern of rhythmic decreases is seen in subjects 1, 3, 6, 7.
In group KC 00 , there is no long term change on spindle power after the KC. During the time around a KC (+2 1 s), 2 subjects (2 and 5) show on average an increased power in the sigma band, though spindles could not be detected visually on the raw EEG. In 3 subjects (2, 4, 5) an increase in higher frequencies (. 15Hz) is also observed during the KC.
No significant long-term decrease of spindle power was detected in any of the subjects, so in order to facilitate visualization, the average band power for each subject's individual frequency band was calculated and changes of the grand average power relative to baseline are presented for every group (Fig. 5) . The short-term effect is seen on spontaneous KCs associated with spindles (KC 01 , KC 10 , KC 11 ) and on free fast spindles as well, but not on KCs not accompanied by spindles (KC 00 ). In group KC 01 where the number of events is larger and the trace of power change is smoother, there is a very small decrease of 21 dB in spindle power relative to baseline lasting more than 15 s. The trace reaches zero (no change from baseline) nearly 20 s after the KC peak. As shown for subject 1, a cluster of events including the larger KCs exhibits a long-term reduction (Fig. 2, D2 vs D3) . In other subjects, similar clusters appear, but do not seem correlated to either KC negative peak amplitude or time of occurrence. These clusters may account for the small long-term reduction maintained in the grand average.
Also note that in all KC groups, the TFA maps do not show any change in the time frame 25 to 0 s before the KC relative to baseline that could support any factor on the frequency range studied (0-20Hz) able to predict the appearance of a K-complex.
Discussion
We have examined a total of 2401 EEG events (including both epochs with spontaneous KCs and epochs with only free fast spindles) taken from 7 subjects using TFA. The analysis included examination of the pattern of spindle power distribution around KCs, clustering of KCs based on spindle appearance within a second of the negative peak and detailed TFA for 40 s focusing on 0-20 Hz with respective statistical analysis, and finally, comparison to individual sporadic fast spindles.
The pattern of spindle distribution around KCs (Fig. 2 ) reveals a short-term reduction in power 2-3 s after the KC negative peak and clusters of events where a long-term reduction (10-15 s) is visible. However, as shown on Figure 5 , on average of all events the long-term effect is very small (in group KC 01 ) or non-existent (in all other groups).
Time-frequency average results (Fig. 3-4 ) reveal a short-term event related desynchronization (ERD), 2-3 s after the negative Figure 3 . Average spectrogram (left), event-related spectral perturbation (middle) and significant changes (right) for a time period 15 s before and 25 s after the negative peak of KCs sorted by group (KC 00 , KC 01 , KC 10 , KC 11 in rows 1-4 respectively) and the negative middle peak for sporadic spindles (in 5th row) of subject 1. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054343.g003 peak of the KC. This is obvious and significant on groups of KCs accompanied by post-KC spindles (KC 01 and KC 11 ) and is similar to a same ERD that follows individual sporadic sleep spindles. This result is also seen on evoked KCs in 2/3 subjects of Zygierewicz et al [37] after an event related synchronization at spindle frequency range, however the authors do not present data of evoked KCs not followed by spindles. It seems that this is not an effect of the KC per se. Instead these data suggest a refractory period of spindles independently of KCs and in conjunction with our data on sporadic fast spindles ( Fig. 2A and Fig. 5 ) this finding is rather related to a rhythm of about 0.25-0.3 Hz underlying sleep spindle occurrence.
The refractoriness of spindles for 3-20 s has been shown in vitro. More than one local spindle oscillations can be independently generated in thalamic slices and their local propagation and the stoppage of spindle propagation at the point of collision both indicate the presence of a refractory period for spindle wave generation and propagation [46] . This refractory period has been attributed to an afterdepolarization of thalamic neurons after their intense hyperpolarization/bursting during spindles. McCormick and Bal [46] more specifically suggest that the spindle refractory period is the time required for the h-current to return to a level that allows another spindle wave to occur. However at the human EEG level additional factors may determine the spindles refractory period, like the degree of global synchronization needed for spindles to be detected on EEG, depending on physical factors related to spindles' current sources orientation and volume conduction [47] . Furthermore there is ample evidence for a role of corticothalamic input in both the initiation and the termination of spindle oscillations [34] . This cortical input may conceivably be random in light NREM sleep or be periodic following a slow cortical oscillation [48] in the case of spindles arising during slow wave (3d stage of NREM) sleep. Experimental evidence suggests that the spindles instigating cortical excitation of reticular thalamic neurons is most often elicited during the transition from cortical ''down'' to cortical ''up'' state. This may apply to our observations which are made on spontaneous isolated KCs, since human studies have shown that KCs may be isolated down states (Cash et al., 2009 ). Finally spindles can be induced or modulated locally, but also remotely (hippocampal-frontal dialogue), and vary in density according to sleep pressure and many other factors. A periodic emergence of spindles appears therefore to be the result of an interaction between several cortical and subcortical mechanisms, whose balance may vary in brain space and in sleep time.
Spindle periodicity has been shown earlier: Evans and Richardson [49] have reported a periodicity of 3-5 s by measuring intervals between spindle bursts, which is compatible to our results of the short-term ERD seen in the TFA maps of KCs, especially KC 01 group, and in the pattern shown on individual sporadic spindles. Achermann and Borbely [50] have detected this rhythm with FFT analysis. Zygierewicz et al [37] also report the same interval between the ERDs before and after the evoked KC.
Regarding a possible long-term interaction of spontaneous KCs with sleep spindles, extending to 10-15 s, our data suggest a very small effect detected on group KC 01 . Compared to the effect of evoked microarousals on sleep spindles reported by Halasz [13] , there is no significant similar effect of spontaneous KCs on spindles. Halasz does report a pronounced long-term depression on spindle power of evoked microarousals, including responses of single KC not associated with spindles, but, interestingly, only a slight depression in their KS group, which the author defines as ''K-complex followed by or intermingled with 13-14 cps sigma spindle''. Our results for spontaneous KC 01 , KC 10 and KC 11 are similar to this long-term slight depression of spindles power for evoked KS group. However, the results of our spontaneous KC 00 are different from their evoked single K-complex. As for the shortterm effect, note that in the figures provided by Halasz, an ERD can be also seen almost 3 s post-stimulus.
Bastien et al [36] have also examined spindle power before and after evoked KCs. In their data they did not detect differences between 4 seconds pre-stimulus and either short-term, 1.25-5.25 s, or long-term, 5.26-9.25 s post-stimulus effects. The differences on the methodology of the EEG analysis of these studies do not allow solid conclusions on the possible long-term effects of evoked KCs on sleep spindles and a direct comparison to our data on spontaneous KCs. These differences include our individual spindle frequency approach i.e. the use of a different frequency band as specifically measured for each subject. For example, the 14Hz used by Halasz [13] are not included in the bands we used for 2 of our subjects (subjects 2 and 5) and the 12-14Hz used by Bastien et al [36] would not include the spindles of one subject (subject 2). Time resolution is also an important factor. Bastien et al [36] used a 4 s segment FFT that would probably not detect our short-term ERD and Halasz [13] used 1-s FFT, compared to our 0.25 s bins for statistical analysis and of course finer initial spectrograms.
Clustering of spontaneous K complexes based on the incidence of spindles in close time proximity to KCs, may also be a factor to understanding their interactions. Our KC groups (see also Kokkinos and Kostopoulos [35] ) are similar to the classification of Ehrhart et al [25] who separate KCs to those without contiguously occurring spindles and KCs with sleep spindles occurring just prior, during and just after the KC, in order to assert their relation to transient arousals.
In conclusion, single spontaneous KCs that do not lead to microarousals interact with spindles only on a short time scale of about a second [35] but we could not detect long-term spindle power reduction, extending to 10-15 s, as pronounced as in the case of evoked KCs [13] . Evoked KCs that are accompanied by spindles (KS group of Halasz [13] ) also do not display the longterm sustained inhibition of spindles. Our results after clustering of spontaneous KCs according to their amplitude or their short term relationship to spindles, also suggest that any long term effects of evoked KCs to spindles is probably not related to KCs per se but to the stimulus and/or the other components of the longer phasic event it usually elicits. The importance of the distinction made in this study lies with the role of spontaneous KCs in sleep maintenance, as well as with the demonstrated involvement of spindles in several cognitive functions and their increasing association to several neuropsychiatric disorders.
Finally, the time-frequency maps do not show any change before the KC (time frame 25 to 0 s) that could support any factor on the frequency range studied (0-20Hz) able to predict the appearance of a K-complex, as is reported for higher (.20Hz) frequencies and evoked KCs [51] . Author Contributions
